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✩ The oa, oy, and ow sounds
Three spelling patterns make the same oa sound. They are: 
	 oa as in coat o_e as in bone ow as in bowl

Write a word with the oa sound to label each picture, then write another 
word with the same spelling pattern.

Two spelling patterns make the same oy sound. They are: 
	 oi as in boil oy as in boy

Write a word with the oy sound to label each picture, then write another 
word with the same spelling pattern.

Two spelling patterns make the same ow sound. They are:
	 ou as in loud ow as in brown

Write a word with the ow sound to label each picture, then write another 
word with the same spelling pattern.
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This page helps your child develop confidence in reading, spelling, and writing 
words with oa, oy, and ow sounds but different spelling patterns. Remember to 
praise your child for work well done and help him or her wherever necessary.
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The oa,  oy, and ow sounds
Three spelling patterns make the same oa sound. They are: 

oa as in coat o_e as in bone ow as in bowl

Write a word with the oa sound to label each picture, then write another
word with the same spelling pattern.

Two spelling patterns make the same oy sound. They are: 
oi as in boil oy as in boy

Write a word with the oy sound to label each picture, then write another
word with the same spelling pattern.

Two spelling patterns make the same ow sound. They are:
ou as in loud ow as in brown

Write a word with the ow sound to label each picture, then write another
word with the same spelling pattern.

phone snowsoap

soiltoys

housecow
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